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OVENECKÁ N O. 33

AUTHOR’S REPORT ON BUILDING RECONSTRUCTION
The Bubeneč-Horní Holešovice heritage preservation zone, which tightly belts Prague’s largest park, Stromovka, is a showcase of interwar architecture, a textbook of building
style history, and a chapter on the advancement of the First Republic. The period in which the Czech country was among the world’s ten most advanced nations also
encompasses the story of the construction entrepreneur Alois Krofta. He was one of those whose construction activity helped transform Prague from a provincial city to
a major Central European metropolis. His structures unquestionably belonged to the top developments of the 1920s and 30s. Both his apartment and public buildings,
including the Flora Cinema and the Alcron hotel, once the most luxurious hotel in Prague, were ahead of their time. They were admittedly more expensive that their
competitors, but dependable, accurate and of original design.
One of the buildings imprinted with developer Krofta’s hallmark is at Ovenecká 33, a street that is the cornerstone of the whole neighborhood and through which František
Křižík’s first Prague tramway still ran in 1900. Despite the fact that the building was damaged in the 1970s by modern structural adjustments, it still manifests a magnanimous
design and architectural concept. It was this concept that we took as the guideline for designing the renovation and extension. We decided to keep Krofta’s original building
in its quantity and architectural morphology. It was stripped of modern layers, especially on the side facing Ovenecká Street, where purpose-built courtyard structures gave
way to a typical Letná-style front yard, an area for the building’s inhabitants with a sensibly designed ground floor and greenery, transparent enough to allow the tectonically
segmented facade of the building to come to the fore. The parking loader, hiding sufficient parking bays for all the apartment units in the basement under the front yard,
remains quite inconspicuous. However, the extension into the back yard underwent a major transformation. All the technical elements were removed from it, and replaced
by two lightweight receding stories, completely transforming it into the form of a cultivated plain block settled in the back yard greenery.
We then added current architectural layers to this project’s design. We wanted it, too, to reflect the exceptional culture and care that the building was given at the time
of construction. We therefore took inspiration by avant-garde graphics from the same period: Piet Mondrian’s paintings. The plain compositions of orthogonal lines
complemented with colored areas in an irregular succession transcend the entire building. The black-and-white compositions of the terrazzo flooring, the glass grids of the
elevator well and the stained-glass windows are unobtrusively and playfully variable, in order to create a sense of uniqueness and authenticity for each part of the building.
The project to reconstruct the apartment building at Ovenecká 33 was a result of mutual understanding and collaboration between the architect and the client, and its
appearance manifests that at first sight.
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